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Abstract

The psychometric properties of the Parker Team Player Style Survey as a self-assessment instrument was tested in this study using three different forms of PTPS; a short ipsative form, a long ipsative form and a short normative form. The relationship with the cognitive style was evaluated in a sample of 224 Egyptian students. Descriptive statistics, the internal consistency and the correlation were used. The findings from this study provided evidence in support of the PTPS normative short form compared with those of the PTPS ipsative long and short forms. The findings also provided evidence that the PTPS (ipsative long form and normative short form) and the CSI are not correlated except in the case of the challenger scale (the least reliable of the PTPS scales) with normative short form of PTPS. It can be also concluded that the findings from this study suggested that PTPS and CSI measure two separate constructs.